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"We will not yield to the Chinese authorities, no matter what brutal 

means they will take against us.We are preparing our fight." 1 So stated 

Muhammet Tursun, a forty-year-old Uighur businessman from the 

far western province of China known as Xinjiang, in 1999. A Central 

Asian Muslim Turkic-speaking people, the Uighurs had been brought 

under Chinese control in the early eighteenth century as part of a 

huge expansion of China's imperial state. Now in the late twentieth 

and early twenty-first centuries, some Uighurs were seeking indepen

dence from what they regarded as centuries of Chinese colonial rule. 

Clashes in mid-2009 between Uighurs and immigrant Han Chinese 

left scores of people dead. 

Nor was this the only echo of early modern empire building to 

find expression in recent times. T he breakup of the Soviet Union in 

1991 represented the partial end of the Russian Empire, which was 

initially constructed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 

1992, many Native Americans strenuously objected to any celebra

tion of the 500th anniversary of Columbus's arrival in the Americas. 

W inona LaDuke, president of the Indigenous Women's Network, 

declared: "Columbus was a perpetrator of genocide ... , a slave trader, 

a thief, a pirate, and most certainly not a hero. To celebrate Columbus 

is to congratulate the process and history of the invasion."2 

I CHI A, RUSSIA, A D THE u !TED STATES ALIKE, the legacy 

of early modern empire building continued to provoke both debate 

and action as a new millennium dawned. Of those empires, none 

The Mughal Empire: Among the most magnificent of the early modern empires was that of the Mughals in India. 
In this painting by an unknown Mughal artist, the seventeenth-century emperor Shah Jahan is holding a durbar, or 

ceremonial assembly, in the audience hall of his palace. The overall material splendor of the setting shows the 

immense wealth of the court, while the halo around Shah Jahan's head indicates the special spiritual grace or 

enlightenment associated with emperors. (© British Library Board, Add or 385) 
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626 PART 4 / THE EARLY MODERN WORLD, 1450'-7750

I Connection
What enabled Europeans

to carve out huge empires

an ocean away from their
homelands?

were more significant than the European colonies-Spanish, Portuguese, British,
French, and Dutch-constructed all across the'Western Hemisphere.Within those
empires, vast transformations took place, old societies were destroyed, and new socie-
ties arose as Native Americans, Europeans, and Africans came into sustained contact
with one another for the first time in world history. It was a revolutionary encounter
with implications that extended far beyond the Americas themselves.

But European empires in the Americas were not alone on the imperial stage of
the early modern era. Across the immense expanse of Siberia, the Russians con-
structed what was then the world's largest territorial empire, rnaking Russia an

Asian as well as a European power. Qing dynasry China penetrated deep into Inner
Asia, doubling the size of the country while incorporating millions of non-Chinese
people who practiced Islam, Buddhism, or animistic religions. On the South Asian
peninsula, the Islamic Mughal Empire brought Hindus and Muslims into a closer

relationship than ever before, sometimes quite peacefully and at other times with
great conflict. In the Middle East, the Turkish Ottoman Empire reestablished some-
thing of the earlier political uniry of heartland Islam and posed an ominous rnilitary
and religious threat to European Christendom.

Thus the early modern era was an age of empire. Within their borders, those

empires nrixed and mingled diverse peoples in a wide variery of ways.Those rela-

tionships represented a new stage in the globalization process and new arenas of
cross-cultural encounter. The transformations they set in motion echo still in the

twenty-first century.

European Empires in the Americas
Among the early modern empires, those ofWestern Europe were distinctive because

the conquered territories lay an ocean arvay from the imperial heartland, rather than

adjacent to it. Following the breakthrough voyages of Columbus, the Spanish focused

their empire-building efforts in the Caribbean and then in the early sixteenth cen-

tury turned to the mainland, with stunning conquests of the powerful Aztec and Inca

empires. Meanwhile the Porruguese established themselves along the coast of present-

day Brazil. In the early seventeenth century, the British, French, and Dutch launched

colonial settlements along the eastern coast of North America. From these begin-
nings, Europeans extended their ernpires to encompass most of the Americas, at least

nominally, by the mid-eighteenth century (see Map 14.I). It was a remarkable achieve-

ment.What had made it possible?

The European Ailvantage

Geography provides a starting point for explaining Europe's Aurerican empires. It
was countries on the Atlantic rim of Europe (Portugal, Spain, Britain, and France)

that led the lvay to empire in the'Western Hemisphere.They were simply closer to

the Americas than was any possible Asian competitor. Furthermore, the fixed winds
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Map r4.r European Cotonial Empires in the Americas
Bythe beginning ofthe eighteenth century, European powers had laid ctaim to most ofthe Western
Hemisphere. Their wars and rivalries during that century led to an expansion of Spanish and English
claims, at the expense of the French.
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628 PARr 4 / rHE EARLY MODERN WORLD, 1450-7750

of the Atlantic blew steadily in the same direction. Once these air currents were

understood and mastered, they provided a far different environment than the alter-
nating monsoon winds of the Indian Ocean, in which Asian maritime powers had

long operated. The enormously rich markets of the Indian Ocean world provided

little incentive for its Chinese, Indian, or Muslim participants to venture much beyond

their own waters.

Europeans, however, were powerfully motivated to do so. After t2oo or so,

Europeans were increasingly aware of their marginal position in the world ofEurasian

commerce and were determined to gain access to that world. Rulers were driven
by the enduring rivalries of competing states.The growing and relative\ independent

merchant class in a rapidly commercializing Europe sought direct access to Asian

wealth in order to avoid the reliance on Muslim intermediaries that they found so

distasteful. Impoverished nobles and commoners alike found opportunity for gain-

ing wealth and status in the colonies. Missionaries and others were inspired by crusad-

ing zeal to enlarge the realm of Christendom. Persecuted minoricies were in search of
a new start in life.All of these compelling motives drove the relentlessly expanding

imperial frontier in the Americas.They were apdy sumrnarized by one Spanish con-

quistador: ".We came here to serve God and the King, and also to get rich."3

In carving out these empires, often against great odds and with great difficulry
Europeans nonetheless bore certain advantages, despite their distance from home.

Their states and trading companies enabled the effective mobilization of both human

and material resources. (See Documents I4.4 and 14.5, pp.659-6z,for French state-

building efforts.) Their seafaring technology, built on Chinese and Islamic precedents,

allowed them to cross the Atlantic with growing ease, transporting people and sup-

plies across great distances.Their ironworking technology, gunpowder weapons, and

horses initially had no parallel in the Americas, although many peoples subsequently

acquired them.

Divisions within and ber'rveen local societies provided allies for the determined

European invaders.Various subject peoples of the Aztec Empire, for example, resented

Mexican domination and willingly joined Hernin Cort6s in the Spanish assault

on that empire (seeVisual Sources:The Conquest ofMexicoThroughAztec Eyes,

pp.664-7r).Much of the Inca elite, according to a recent study,"actually welcomed

the Spanish invaders as liberators and willingly settled down with them to share

rule of Andean farmers and miners."4 A violent dispute between fwo rival con-

tenders for the Inca throne, the brothers Atahualpa and Hu6scar, certainly helped

the European invaders. Perhaps the most significant of European advantages lay in

their germs and diseases, to which Native Americans had no immunities.Those dis-

eases decimated sociery after sociery sometimes in advance of the Europeans'actual

arrival. In particular regions such as the Caribbean,Virginia, and New England, the

rapid buildup of immigrant populations, coupled with the sharply diminished native

numbers, allowed Europeans to actually outnumber local peoples within a few

decades.
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The Great Dying
Whatever combination of factors explains the European acquisition of their empires

in the Americas, there is no doubting their global significance. Chief among those

consequences was the demographic collapse of Native American societies, a phe-
nomenon that one prominent scholar described as "surely the greatest tragedy in
the history of the human species."sAlthough precise figures remain the subject of
much debate, scholars generally agree that the pre-Columbian population of the
'Western Hemisphere was substantial, on the order of that of Europe, perhaps 6o to
8o million. The greatest concentrations of people lived in the Mesoamerican and

Andean zones, which were dominated by the Aztec and Inca empires. Long isola-
tion from theAfro-Eurasian world and the lack of most domesticated animals meant
the absence of acquired immunities to OldWorld diseases, such as smallpox, measles,

typhus, influenza, malaria, and yellow fever.

Therefore, when they came into contact with these European andAfrican diseases,

Native American peoples died in appalling numbers, in many cases up to 90 per-
cent of the population. The densely settled peoples of Caribbean islands virtually
vanished within fifry years of Columbus's arrival. Central Mexico, with a population
estimated at some ro to 20 million, declined to about r million by 165o. A native
Nahuatl account depicted the social breakdown that accompanied the smallpox pan-
demic: "A great many died from this plague, and many others died of hunger.They
could not get up to search for food, and everyone else was too sick to care for them,
so they starved to death in their beds"6 (seeVisual Source 4.5,p.67o'1.

The situation was similar in North America. A Dutch observer in New
Netherland (later NewYork) reported in 1656 that "the Indians. . . afiirm that before
the arrival of the Christians, and before the small pox broke out amongst them, they
were ten times as numerous as they are now and that their population had been
melted down by this disease, whereof nine-tenths of them have died."7 To Gov-
ernor Bradford of Plymouth colony (in present-day Massachusetts), such conditions
represented the "good hand of God" at work, "sweeping away great multitudes of
the natives... that he might make room for us."o Not until the late seventeenth cen-
tury did native numbers begin to recuperate somewhat from this catastrophe, and
even then not everywhere.

I Change
What large-scale

transformations did
European empires
generate?

The Columbian Exchange

In sharply diminishing the population of the Americas, the "great dying" created
an acute labor shortage and certainly did make room for immigrant newcomers,
both colonizing Europeans and enslaved Africans. Over the several centuries of the
colonial era and beyond, various combinations of indigenous, European, and Afri-
can peoples created entirely new societies in the Americas, largely replacing the
many and varied cultures that had flourished before r49z.To those colonial societies,
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Plants and Animals of the Columbian Exchange
This eighteenth-century Peruvian painting illustrates two of the many biologi-
cal species that crossed the Atlantic. Cattle from Europe ftourished in the
Americas, while cassava (also known as manioc), shown in the bottom of the
picture, was native to South America but spread widely in Asia, and especially
in Africa, where its edible root provided a major source of carbohydrates.
tForografi a Digital Madrid s.l.)
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Europeans and Africans brought not only their germs and their people but also

their plants and animals.Wheat, rice, sugarcane, grapes, and many garden vegetables

and fruits, as well as nunlerous rveeds, took hold in the Americas, rvhere they trans-
formed the landscape and made possible a recognizably European diet and way of
life. Even more revolutionary were their animals-horses, pigs, cattle, goats, sheep-
all of which were new to the Anrericas and multiplied spectacularly in an environ-

ment largely free of natural predators. These

domesticated animals made possible the ranch-

ing economies, the cowboy cultures, and the

transformation of nlany Native American soci-

eties that were seen in both North and South

America. Environmentally speaking, it rvas

nothing less than revolutionary.
In the other direction, American food

crops such as corn, potatoes, and cassava spread

widely in the Eastern Hemisphere, where they

provided the nutritional foundation for the

immense population growth that became

everl"uvhere a hallmark of the modern era. In
Europe, calories derived from corn and pota-
toes helped push human numbers from some
(ro million in t4oo to 39o million in r9oo.

Those Anrerindian crops later provided cheap

and reasonably nutritious food for millions of
industrial workers. Potatoes especially allowed

Ireland's population to grow enormously and

then condemned many of them to starvation

or emigration lvhen an airborne fungus, also

from the Americas, destroyed the crop in the

rnid-nineteenth century. In China, corn,
peanuts, and especially sweet potatoes sup-

plemented the traditional rice and wheat to
sustain Chinat modern population explosion.

By the early rwentieth centuryAmerican food

plants represented about 20 percent of total
Chinese food production. In Africa, corn took

hold quickly and was used as a cheap food for
the human cargoes of the transatlantic trade.

Scholars have speculated that corn, together

with peanuts and cassava, underwrote some of
Africat population growth and partially oflSet

the population drain of the slave trade. Never
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before in human history had such a large-scale and consequential exchange of plants

and animals operated to remake the biological environment of the planet.

Furthermore, the societies that developed within the American colonies drove

the processes of globalization and reshaped the world economy of the early modern
era (see Chapter t5 for a more extended treatment). The silver mines of Mexico
and Peru fueled both transatlantic and transpacific commerce, encouraged Spain's

unsuccessful effort to dorninate Europe, and enabled Europeans to buy the Chinese
tea, silk, and porcelain that they valued so highly.The plantation owners of the trop-
ical lowland regions needed workers and found them by the millions in Africa.The
slave trade, which brought these workers to the colonies, and the sugar and cotton
trade, which distributed the fruits of their labor abroad, created a lasting link among
Africa, Europe, and the Americas, while scattering peoples ofAfrican origin through-
out the'Western Hemisphere.

This enormous network of communication, migration, trade, the spread of dis-
ease, and the transfer of plants and animals, all generated by European colonial
empires in the Americas, has been dubbed the "Columbian exchange." It gave rise
to something wholly new in world history: an interacting Atlantic world connect-
ing four continents. Millions of years ago, the Eastern and Western hemispheres had
physically drifted apart, and, ecologically speaking, they had remained largely apart.
Now these two "old worlds" were joined, increasingly crearing a single biological
regir.ne, a "new world" of global dimensions.

The long-term benefits of this Atlantic nefwork were very unequally distributed.
'Western Europeans were clearly the dominant players in the Atlantic world, and
their societies reaped the greatest rewards. Mountains of new information flooded
into Europe, shaking up conventional understandings of the world and contribut-
ing to a revolutionary new way of thinking known as the scientific Revolution.
The wealth of the colonies-precious metals, natural resources, new food crops, slave

labor, financial profits, colonial markets-provided one of the foundations on which
Europe's Industrial Revolution was built. The colonies also provided an ourlet for
the rapidly growing population of European societies and represented an enormous
extension of European civilization. In short, the colonial empires of the Americas
greatly facilitated a changing global balance of power, which now thrust the previ-
ously marginal'Western Europeans into an increasingly central and commanding role
on the world stage."[w]ithout a Newworld to deliver economic balance in the
old," concluded a prominent world historian, "Europe would have remained infe-
rior, as ever, in wealth and power, to the great civilizations ofAsia."e

Comparing Colonial Societies in the Americas
what the Europeans had discovered across the Atlantic was a second "old world,"
but their actions surely gave rise to a "new world" in the Americas.Their colonial
empires did not simply conquer and govern established societies, but rather generated
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I Change
What was the economic

foundation of colonial
rule in Mexico and Peru?

How did it shape the
kinds of societies that
arose there?

wholly new societies. In at least one respect, these various colonial empires-Spanish,
Portuguese, British, and French-had something in common. Each of them was

viewed through the lens of the prevailing economic theory known as mercantilism.
This view held that European governments served their countries'economic interests

best by encouraging exports and accumulating bullion (precious metals such as silver

and gold),which were believed to be the source of national prosperiry. Colonies,
in this scheme of things, provided closed markets for the manufactured goods of
the "mother country" and, if they were lucky, supplied great quantities of bullion as

well. Mercantilist thinking thus fueled European wars and colonial rivalries around

the world in the early modern era.

Beyond this shared mercantilism, though, the various colonial societies that grew

up in the Americas differed sharply from one another, varying with the cultures and

policies of the colonizing power.The character of the Native American cultures-
the more densely populated and urbanized Mesoamerican and Andean civilizations

versus the more sparsely populated rural villages of North America, for example-
also shaped the new colonial societies.The kind of economy established in partic-

ular regions-settler-dominated agriculture, slave-based plantations, ranching, or

mining-likewise influenced their development.Three examples indicate the differ-

ences among these new colonial societies.

In the Lands of the Aztecs and the Incas

The Spanish conquest of the Aztec and Inca empires in the early sixteenth century

gave Spain access to the most wealthy, urbanized, and densely populated regions of
the Western Hemisphere. Within a century and well before the British had even

begun their colonizing efforts in North America, the Spanish in Mexico and Peru

had established nearly a dozen major cities; several impressive universities; hundreds

of cathedrals, churches, and missions; an elaborate administrative bureaucracy; and

a nerwork of regulated international commerce.The economic foundation for this

emerging colonial society lay in commercial agriculture,much of it on large rural

estates, and in silver and gold mining. In both cases, native peoples, rather than Afri-
can slaves or European workers, provided the labor, despite their much-diminished

numbers. Almost everywhere it was forced labor, often directly required by colonial

authorities.The loss of land to European settlers represented another incentive for

wage labor, as did the growing need to repay debts to employers.

On this economic base, a distinctive social order grew up, replicating something

of the Spanish class hierarchy while accommodating the racially and culturally differ-

ent Indians and Africans as well as growing numbers of racially mixed people.At the

top of this colonial society were the Spanish settlers, who were politically and eco-

nomically dominant and seeking to become a landed aristocracy. One Spanish official

commented in 1619:"The Spaniards, from the able and rich to the humble and poor,

all hold themselves to be lords and will not serve [do manual labor]."'" Politically,

they increasingly saw themselves, not as colonials, but as residents of a Spanish king-
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dom, subject to the Spanish monarch, yet separate and distinct from Spain itself and

deserving of a large measure of self-government.Therefore, they chafed under the

heavy bureaucratic restrictions imposed by the Crown."I obey but I do not enforce"
was a slogan that reflected local authorities'resistance to orders from Spain.

But the Spanish minoriry never more than zo percent of the population, was

itself a divided community. Descendants of the original conquistadores sought to pro-
tect their privileges against immigrant newcomers; Spaniards born in the Americas
(creoles) resented the pretensions to superioriry of those born in Spain (peninsulares);

landowning Spaniards felt threatened by the growing wealth of commercial and mer-
cantile groups practicing less prestigious occupations. Spanish missionaries and church
authorities were often sharply critical of how these settlers treated native peoples.
"By what right.. . do you keep these Indians in such a cruel and horrible servitude?"
demanded a Dominican priest in rjrr to a Spanish audience in Santo Domingo that

Racial Mixing in Colonial
Mexico

This eighteenth-century
painting by the famous

Zapotec artist Miguel

Cabrera shows a Spanish

man, a mestiza woman, and

their child, who was labeLed

as castiza. By the twentieth
century, such mixed-race
peopLe represented the
majority of the population of
Mexico, and cultural blend-
ing had become a central
feature ofthe country's iden-
tity. (Scala/Art Resource, NU

included the son of Columbus himself.
"Why do you keep those who survive so

oppressed and weary not giving them
enough to eat, not caring for them in
tnerr rllness/" "

The most distinctive feature of
these new colonial societies in Mexico
and Peru was the emergence of a mes-

tizo, or mixed-race, population, initially
the product of unions between Spanish
men and Indian women. Rooted in the
sexual imbalance among Spanish immi-
grants (seven men to one woman in
early colonial Peru, for example), the
emergence of a mestizo population was

facilitated by the desire of many surviv-
ing Indian women for the relative secu-
rity of liG in a Spanish household,
where their children would not be sub-
ject to the abuse and harsh demands
made on native peoples. The Spanish
Crown encouraged settlers to marry into
elite Indian families, and Cort6s, the
conqueror of Mexico, fathered children
with two of Moctezuma's daughters.
Over the 3oo years of the colonial era,

mestizo numbers grew substantially,
becoming the majoriry of the popula-
tion in Mexico sometime during the
nineteenth centurv.
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I Comparison
How did the olantation
societies of Brazil and the
Caribbean differ from

those of southern
colonies in British North

America?

Mestizos were largely Hispanic in culture, but Spaniards looked down on them
during much of the colonial era, regarding them as illegitimate, for many were not
born of "proper" marriages. Despite this attitude, their growing numbers and their
economic usefulness as artisans, clerks, supervisors of labor gangs, and lower-level
officials in both church and state bureaucracies led to their recognition as a distinct

social group. Particularly in Mexico, mestizo identiry blurred the sense of sharp

racial di{ference between Spanish and Indian peoples and became a major element

in the identiry of modern Mexico.
At the bottom of Mexican and Peruvian colonial societies were the indigenous

peoples, known to Europeans as "Indians."Traumatized by "the great dying," they

were subject to gross abuse and exploitation as the primary labor force for the

mines and estates of the Spanish Empire and were required to render tribute pay-

ments to their Spanish overlords. Their empires dismantled by Spanish conquest,

their religions attacked by Spanish missionaries, and their diminished numbers

forcibly relocated into larger settlements, many Indians gravitated toward the world
of their conquerors. Many learned Spanish; converted to Christianity; moved to

cities to work for wages; ate the meat of cows, chickens, and pigs; used plows and

draft animals rather than traditional digging sticks; and took their many grievances

to Spanish courts.
But much that was native persisted.At the local level, Indian authorities retained a

measure of autonomy, and traditional markets operated regularly. Maize,beans, and

squash continued as the major elements of Indian diets in Mexico. Christian saints

in many places blended easily with specialized indigenous gods, while belief in magic,

folk medicine, and communion with the dead remained strong (see pp. 728-3o).

Memories of the past also persisted, and the Tupac Amaru revolt in Peru during

r78o-r78t was made in the name of the last independent Inca emperor.

Thus Spaniards, mestizos, and Indians represented the major social groups in the

colonial lands of what had been the Inca and Aztec empires, while African slaves

and freemen were far less numerous than elsewhere in the Americas. Despite the

sharp divisions among these groups, some movement was possible. Indians who

acquired an education, wealth, and some European culture might "pass" as mestizo.

Likewise more fortunate mestizo families might be accepted as Spaniards over time.

Colonial Spanish America was a vast laboratory of ethnic mixing and cultural

change. It was dominated by Europeans to be sure, but with a rather more fluid and

culturally blended society than in the racially rigid colonies of North America.

Colonies of Sugar

A second and quite different kind of colonial sociery emerged in the lowland areas

of Brazil, ruled by Portugal, and in the Spanish, British, French, and Dutch colonies

in the Caribbean.These regions lacked the great civilizations of Mexico and Peru.

Nor did they provide much mineral wealth until the Brazilian gold rush of the

r69os and the discovery of diamonds a little later. Still, Europeans found a very
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profitable substitute in sugar, u'hich was much in denrand in Europe, where it was

used as a medicine, a spice, a sweetener, a preservative, and in sculptured forms as a

decoration that indicated high status.Although comnrercial agriculture in the Spanish

Empire served a domestic market in its towns and rnining camps, these sugar-based
colonies produced almost exclusively for export, while importing their food and
other necessities.

Large-scale sugar production had been pioneered by Arabs, who introduced it
into the Mediterranean. Europeans learned the technique and transferred it to their
Atlantic island possessions and then to the Americas. For a century (t57o-r67o),
Portuguese planters along the northeast coast of Brazil dorninated the world mar-
ket for sugar.Then the British, French, and Dutch turned their caribbean rerrito-
ries into highly productive sugar-producing colonies, breaking the Portuguese and
Brazilian monopoly.

Sugar decisively transformed Brazil and the caribbean. Its production, which
involved both growing the sugarcane and processing it into usable sugar, was very
labor intensive and could most profitably occur in a large-scale, almost industrial
setting. It was perhaps the first modern industry in that it produced for an inrerna-
tional and mass market, using capital and expertise from Europe, with production

Plantation Life in the
Caribbean
This painting from 1823

shows the use of slave labor
on a plantation in Antigua, a

British-ruted island in the
Caribbean. Notice the over-
seer with a whip supervising
the tilling and planting of
the field. (O British Library

Board/Robana/Art Resource, NY)
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Europeans

Mixed-race

Africans

tlative Rmericani

facilities located in the Americas. However, its most characteristic feature-the
massive use of slave labor-was an ancient practice. In the absence of a NativeAmer-

ican population, which had been almost totally wiped out in the Caribbean or had

fed inland in Brazil, European sugarcane planters turned to Africa and the Atlantic

slave trade for an alternative workforce.The vast majority of the A-frican captives trans-

ported across the Atlantic, some 8o percent or more, ended up in Brazil and the

Caribbean. (See Chapter 15 for a more extensive description of the Atlantic slave

trade.)

Slaves worked on sugar-producing estates in horrendous conditions. The heat

and fire from the cauldrons, which turned raw sugarcane into crystallized sugar,

reminded many visitors of scenes from hell. These conditions, combined with dis-

ease, generated a high death rate, perhaps 5 to Io Percent per year' which required

plantation owners to constantly import fresh slaves.AJesuit observer in r58o aptly

summarized the situation:"The work is great and many die."'3

The extensive use ofAfrican slave labor gave these plantation colonies a very

different ethnic and racial makeup than that of highland Spanish America, as the

Snapshot indicates. Thus, after three centuries of colonial rule, a substantial major-

ity of Brazilt population was either partially or wholly of African descent. In

the French caribbean colony of Haiti in r7go, the corresponding figure was

93 percent.

As in Spanish America, a considerable amount of racial mixing took place in

B12zll. Cross-racial unions accounted for only about ro percent of all marriages in

Btazil,but the use of concubines and informal liaisons among Indians,Africans' and

Portuguese produced a substantial mixed-race population. From their ranks derived

much of the urban skilled workforce and supervisors in the sugar industry. Mulattoes,

the product of Portuguese-African unions, predominated, but as many as forty seP-

arate and named groups, each indicating a different racial mixture, emerged in colo-

nial Brazil.
The plantation complex of the Americas, based on African slavery, extended

beyond the Caribbean and Brazil to encompass the southern colonies of British

North America, where tobacco, cotton, rice, and indigo were major crops, but the

Portuguese America (ArazjD

23.4 percent

17.8 percent

49.8 percent

9.1 percent

$napshot Ethnic Composition of Colonial Societies in latin America (1825)"

Hightand Spanish America

18.2 percent

28.3 percent

11.9 percent

41.7 percent
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social outcomes of these plantation colonies were quite different from those farther
south.Because European women hadjoined the colonial migration to NorthAmer-
ica at an early date, these colonies experienced less racial mixing and certainly dem-
onstrated less willingness to recognize the offspring of such unions and accord them
a place in society. A sharply defined racial system (with black Africans, "red" Native
Americans, and white Europeans) evolved in North America, whereas both Portu-
guese and Spanish colonies acknowledged a wide variery of mixed-race groups.

Slavery too was different, being perhaps somewhat less harsh in North America
than in the sugar colonies. By r75o or so, slaves in the United States proved able to
reproduce themselves, and by the time of the civilwar almost all North American
slaves had been born in the Newworld.That was never the case in Latin America,
where large-scale importation of new slaves continued well into the nineteenth cen-
tury. Nonetheless, many more slaves were voluntarily set free by their owners in Brazil
than in North America, and free blacks and mulattoes in Brazil had more economlc
opportunities than did their counterparts in the United States.At least a few among
them found positions as political leaders, scholars, musicians, writers, and artists. Some
were even hired as slave catchers.

Does this mean then that racism was absent in colonial Brazil? Certainly not,
but it was different from racism in North America. For one thing, in North Amer-
ica, any African ancestry, no matter how small or distant, made a person "black"; in
Brazll, a person ofAfrican and non-African ancestry was considered not black, but
some other mixed-race category. Racial prejudice surely persisted, for white char-
acteristics and features were prized more highly than those of blacks, and people
regarded as white had enormously greater privileges and opportunities than others.
Nevertheless, skin color in Brazil, and in Latin America generally, was only one cri-
terion of class status, and the perception of color changed with the educational or
economic standing of individuals.A light-skinned mulatto who had acquired some
wealth or education might well pass as a white. One curious visitor to Brazil was
surprised to find a darker-skinned man serving as a local official. "lsn't the governor
a mulatto?" inquired the visitor."He was, but he isnt any more." was the replv. ,.How
can a governor be a mulatto?"ta

Settler Colonies in North America

A third and distinctive rype of colonial sociery emerged in the northern British
colonies of New England, NewYork, and Pennsylvania. Because the British were
the last of the European powers to establish a colonial presence in the Americas, a
full century after Spain, they found that "only the dregs were left."'r The lands they
acquired were widely regarded in Europe as the unpromising leftovers of the New
World, lacking the obvious wealth and sophisticated culrures of the Spanish posses-
sions. [Jnti] at least the eighteenth century, these British colonies remained far less
prominent on the world stage than those of Spain or portugal.

I Comparison
What distinguished the
British settler colonies of
North America from their
counterparts in Latin
America?www.gl
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The British settlers came from a more rapidly changing sociery than did those

from an ardently Catholic, semifeudal, authoritarian Spain.When Britain launched

its colonial ventures in the seventeenth century, it had already experienced consid-

erable conflict between Catholics and Protestants, the rise of a merchant capitalist

class distinct from the nobiliry and the emergence of parliament as a check on the

authoriry of kings.Although they brought much of their English culture with them,

many of the British settlers-Puritans in Massachusetts and Quakers in Pennsylvania,

for example-sought to escape aspects of an old European society rather than to re-

create it,as was the case for most Spanish and Portuguese colonists.The easy avail-

abiliry of land and the outsider status of many British settlers made it even more

diflicult to follow the Spanish or Portuguese colonial pattern ofsharp class hierar-

chies, large rural estates, and dependent laborers.

The British settlers also were far more numerous. By r75o, they outnumbered

Spanish settlers by five to one. This dispariry was the most obvious distinguishing

feature of the New England and middle Atlantic colonies. By the time of the

American Revolution, some 90 percent or more of these colonies' populations

were Europeans. Devastating diseases and a highly aggressive military policy had

largely cleared the colonies of Native Americans, and their numbers did not

rebound in subsequent centuries as they did in the lands of the Aztecs and the

Incas. Moreover, slaves were not needed in an agricultural economy dominated by

numerous small-scale independent farmers working their own land, although elite

families, especially in urban areas, sometimes employed household slaves. These

were almost pure settler colonies, without the racial mixing that was so prominent

in Spanish and Portuguese territories.

Other differences likewise emerged. A largely Protestant England was far less

interested in spreading Christianiry among the remaining native peoples than were

the large and well-funded missionary societies of Catholic Spain.Although religion

loomed large in the North American colonies, the church and colonial state were

not so intimately connected as they were in Latin America.The Protestant empha-

sis on reading the Bible for oneself led to a much greater mass literacy than in Latin

America, where three centuries of church education still left some 95 percent of

the population illiterate at independence. Furthermore, far more so than in Latin

America, British settler colonies evolved traditions of local self-government.
preferring to rely on joint stock companies or wealthy individuals operating under

a royal charter, Britain had nothing resembling the elaborate bureaucracy that gov-

erned Spanish colonies. For much of the seventeenth century a prolonged power

struggle between the English king and parliament meant that the British govern-

ment paid little attention to the internal affairs of the colonies.Therefore, elected

colonial assemblies, seeing themselves as little parliaments defending "the rights of
Englishmen," vigorously contested the prerogatives of royal governors sent to admin-

ister their a{fairs.

The grand irony of the modern history of the Americas lay in the reversal of
long-established relationships between the northern and southern continents. For
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thousands of years, the major centers of wealth, power, commerce, and innovation
lay in Mesoamerica and the Andes.That pattern continued for much of the colonial
era, as the Spanish and Portuguese colonies seemed far more prosperous and suc-
cessful than their British or French counterparts. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, however, the balance shifted. What had once been the "dregs" of the
colonial world became the United States, which was more politically srable, more
democratic, more economically successful, and more internationally powerful than
a divided, unstable, and economically less developed Latin America.

T!r" Steppes and Siberia: The Making
of a Russian Empire
At the same time as'Western Europeans were building their empires in theAmericas, I Description
the Russian Empire, which subsequently became the world's largest state, was begin- What motivated Russian

ning to take shape. When Columbus crossed the Atlantic, a small Russian srare cen- empire building?

tered on the ciry of Moscow was emerging from two cenruries of Mongol rule.That
state soon conquered a number of neighboring Russian-speaking cities and incorpo-
rated them into its expanding territory. Located on the remote, cold, and heavily
forested eastern fringe of Christendom, it was perhaps an unlikely candidate for con-
structing one of the great empires of the modern era.And yet, over the next three
centuries, it did precisely that, extending Russian donrination over the vast tundra.
forests, and grasslands of northern Asia that lay to the south and east of Moscow. Fur-
thermore, Russian expansion wesrward brought numerous poles, Germans, ukrainians,
Belorussians, and Baltic peoples into the Russian Empire.

Russian attention was drawn first to the grasslands south and east of the Russian
heartland, an area long inhabited by various nomadic pastoral peoples, who were
organized into feuding tribes and clans and adjusting to the recent disappearance of
the Mongol Empire. From the viewpoint of the emerging Russian state, the problem
was security because these pastoral peoples, like the Mongols before them, fre_
quently raided their agricultural Russian neighbors and sold many of them into
slavery. To the east across the vast expanse of Siberia, Russian motives were qurte
different, for the scattered peoples ofits endless forests and tundra posed no threat
to Russia. Numbering only some 22o,ooo in the seventeenth century and speaking
more than roo languages, they were mostly hunting, gathering, and herding people,
living in sn.rall-scale societies and largely without access to gunpowder -."por,r.
what drew the Russians across Siberia was opporruniry-primarily the,,soft gold"
of fur-bearing animals, whose pelts were in great demand on the world market.'whatever motives drove it, the enormous Russian Empire, stretching to the
Pacific, took shape in the three centuries berween r5oo and rgoo (see Map 4.2).
A growing line of wooden forts offered protection to frontier towns and trading
centers as well as to nlounting numbers of Russian farmers. Empire building was
an extended process, involving the Russian state and its ofEcials as well as a variery
of private interests-merchants, hunters, peasant agricultural settlers, churchmen,
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Map r4.z The Russian

Empire
From its beginnings as a

smatl principality under

Mongol control, Moscow

became the center of a vast

Russian Empire during the

early modern era.

I Change
How did the Russian

Emoire transform the tife

of its conquered peoPte

and ofthe Russian

homeland itselP

exiles. criminals, and adventurers. For the Russian migrants to these new lands, the

empire offered "economic and social improvements over what they had known at

home-from more and better land to fewer lords and ofiicials."'6 Political leaders

and educated Russians generally defined the empire in grander terms: defending

Russian frontiers; enhancing the power of the Russian state; and bringing Chris-

tianiry civilization, and enlightenment to savages. But what did that empire mean

to those on its receiving end?

Expuienting the Russian EmPire

First, of course, creating an empire meant conquest.Although resistance was frequent,

especially from nomadic peoples, in the long run Russian military might, based in

*od.rr, *."ponry and the organizational capacity of a powerful state,brought both

the steppes and Siberia under Russian control. Everywhere Russian authorities

I Muovy,l462
I Russian orpansion' 1462-1533

I Rmsian expansion, 153F1598

I Russim expamion, 1598-1689

! Russian expansion' 1689-1795

FZI Russian-occupied tenitory 16'14-1689
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demanded an oath of allegiance by which native peoples swore "eternal submission
to the grand tsar," the monarch of the Russian Empire.They also demanded yasak,

or "tribute," paid in cash or in kind. In Siberia, this meant enormous quantities of
furs, especially the extremely valuable sable, which Siberian peoples were compelled
to produce.As in the Americas, devastating epidemics accompanied conquest, partic-
ularly in the more remote regions of Siberia, where local people had little immuniry
to smallpox or measles.Also accornpanying conquest was an intermittent pressure to
convert to christianiry.Thx breaks, exemptions from paying tribute, and the prom-
ise of land or cash provided incentives for conversion, while the destruction of many
mosques and the forced resettlement of Muslims added to the pressures.Yet the Rus-
sian state did not pursue conversion with the single-minded inrensity that Spanish
authorities exercised in Latin America, particularly if missionary activiry threatened
political and social stabiliry. The empress Catherine the Great, for example, estab-
lished religious tolerance for Muslims in the late eighteenth century and created a

state agency to oversee Muslim affairs.
The most profoundly transforming feature of the Russian Empire was the influx

of Russian settlers, whose numbers by the end of the eighteenrh cenrury over-
whelmed native peoples, thus giving their lands a distinctively Russian character.
By ryzo,some Too,ooo Russians lived in Siberia, thus reducing the native Siberians
to 30 percent ofthe total population, a figure that dropped to 14 percent in the nine-
teenth century. The loss of hunting grounds and pasturelands to Russian agricul-

A Cossack lail
In the vanguard of Russian

expansion across Siberia

were the Cossacks, bands of
fi ercely independent warriors

consisting of peasants who
had escaped serfdom as well
as criminaLs and other
adventurers. This seventeenth.

century lail was part of an

early Cossack settlement on
the Kamchatka Peninsula at
the easternmost end of
Siberia. lt illustrates Russian

wooden architecture.
(Sovfoto/Eastfoto)

tural settlers undermined long-standing
economies and rendered local people
dependent on Russian markets for grain,
sugar, tea, tobacco, and alcohol. Pres-
sures to encourage pastoralists to aban-
don their nomadic ways included the
requirement to pay fees and to obtain
permission to cross agricultural lands.
Kazakh herders responded with out-
rage: "The grass and the water belong
to Heaven, and why should we pay any
fees?"'7 Intermarriage, prostitution, and
sexual abuse resulted in some mixed-
race offspring, but these were generally
absorbed as Russians rather than iden-
tified as disrinctive communities, as in
Latin America.

Over the course of three centuries,
both Siberia and the steppes were
incorporated into the Russian state.
Their native peoples were not driven
into reservations or eradicated as in the
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Americas. Many of them, though, were Russified, adopting the Russian language

and converting to Christianity, even as their traditional ways of life-hunting and

herding-were much disrupted.The Russian Empire represented the final triumph

ofan agrarian civilization over the hunting societies ofsiberia and over the pastoral

peoples of the grasslands.

Russians and Empire

If the empire transformed the conquered peoples, it also fundamentally changed

Russia itself. As it became a multiethnic empire, Russians diminished as a propor-

tion of the overall population, although they remained politically dominant.Among

the growing number of non-Russians in the empire, Slavic-speaking Ukrainians

and Belorussians predominated, while the vast territories of Siberia and the steppes

housed numerous separate peoples, but with quite small populations.'n The wealth

of empire-rich agricultural lands, valuable furs, mineral deposits-played a major

role in making Russia one of the great powers of Europe by the eighteenth century

and it has enjoyed that position ever since.This European and Christian state also

became an Asian power, bumping up against China, India, Persia, and the Ottoman

Empire. It was on the front lines of the encounter between Christendom and the

world of Islam.

This straddling of Asia and Europe was the source of a long-standing identiry

problem that has troubled educated Russians for 3oo years.'Was Russia a backward

European country, destined to follow the lead of more highly developed'Western

European societies? Or was it different, uniquely Slavic or even Asian, shaped by its

Mongol legacy and its status as an Asian power? It is a question that Russians have

not completely answered even in the rwenry-first century. Either way, the very size

of that empire, bordering on virtually all of the great agrarian civilizations of outer

Eurasia, rurned Russia, like many empires before it, into a highly militarized state,

"a sociefy organized for continuous war," according to one scholar.'e It also rein-

forced the highly autocratic character of the Russian Empire because such a huge state

arguably required a powerful monarchy to hold its vast domains and highly diverse

peoples together.

Clearly the Russians had created an empire, similar to those of'Western Europe

in terms of conquest, settlement, exploitation, religious conversion, and feelings of

superiority. Nonetheless, the Russians had acquired their empire under different

circumstances than did theWestern Europeans.The Spanish and the British had con-

quered and colonized the NewWorld, an ocean away and wholly unknown to them

before t4gz.They acquired those empires only after establishing themselves as dis-

tinct European states.The Russians, on the other hand, entered adjacent territories

with which they had long interacted, and they did so at the same time that a modern

Russian state was taking shape."The British had an empire," wrote historian Geoffrey

Hosking."Russia pas an empire."to Perhaps this helps explain the unique longeviry

of the Russian Empire.Whereas the Spanish, Portuguese, and British colonies in the

Americas long ago achieved independence, the Russian Empire rernained intact
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until the collapse of the Soviet Union in r99r. So thorough was Russian coloniza-
tion that Siberia and much of the steppes remain still an integral part of the Russian
state. But many internal adrninistrative regions, which exercise a measure of auton-
omy, reflect the continuing presence of some 16o non-Russian peoples who were
earlier incorporated into the Russian Empire.

Asian Empires
Even as Europeans were building their empires in the Americas and across Siberia,
other imperial projects were likewise under way.The Chinese pushed deep into cen-
tral Eurasia;Turko-Mongol invaders frorn central Asia created the Mughal Empire,
bringing much of Hindu South Asia within a single Muslim-ruled political system;
and the ottoman Enrpire brought Muslirn rule to a largely christian population in
southeastern Europe and Turkish rule to largely Arab populations in North Africa
and the Middle East. None of these empires had the global reach or worldwide ir.npact
of Europe's American colonies; they were regional rarher than global in scope. Nor
did they have the same devasrating and transfornring impact on their conquered
peoples, for those peoples were not being exposed to new diseases. Nothing remotely
approaching the catastrophic population collapse of Native American peoples occurred
in these Asian empires. Moreover, the process of building these empires did not trans-
form the imperial homeland as fundamentally as did the wealth of the Americas and
to a lesser extent Siberia for European imperial powers. Nonetheless, these expand-
ingAsian empires reflected the energies and vitaliry of their respecrive civilizations
in the early modern era, and they gave rise to profoundly important cross-cultural
encounters, with legacies that echoed for many centuries.

Making China an Empire
In the fifteenth century, China had declined an opporruniry ro construct a mar- I Description
itime empire in the Indian Ocean, as Zheng He's massive fleet was withdrawn and What were the major
left to wither away (see pp.58o-84). [n the seventeenth and eighteenrh centuries, featuresof Chinese

however, China built another kind of empire on its northern and western frontiers empire buitding in the

that vastly enlarged the territorial size of the country and incorpor"r.a 
".r.rr.rU., 

oi earlymodernera?

non-chinese peoples. Undertaking this enormous proJect of imperial expansion was
China's Qing, or Manchu, dynasry (1644-19rz). (See Document 14.r, pp. 6J3_j4,
for chinese state building during the eing dynasry.) Strangely enough, the eing
dynasty was itself of foreign and nomadic origin, hailing from Manchuria, north of
the Great wall. Having conquered china, the eing rulers sought to maintain their
ethnic distinctiveness by forbidding intermarriage berween themselves and Chinese.
Nonetheless, their ruling elites also mastered the Chinese language and confucian
teachings and used chinese bureaucratic techniques to govern the empire.

For many centuries, the Chinese had interacted with the nornadic peoples, who
inhabited the dry and lightly populated regions now known as Mongolia, Xinjiang,
andTibet.Tiade, tribute, and warfare ensured that these ecologically and culturally
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different worlds were well known to each other, quite unlike the

New World "discoveries" of the Europeans. Chinese authoriry

in the area had been intermittent and actively resisted.Then, in
the early modern era, Qing dynasty China undertook an eighry-

year military effort (168o-176o) that brought these huge regions

solidly under Chinese control. It was largely securiry concerns

that motivated this aggressive posrure. During the late seventeenth

century the creation of a substantial state among the western

Mongols, known as the Zunghars, revived Chinese memories of
an earlier Mongol conquest. As in so many other cases, Chinese

expansion was viewed as a defensive necessity.The eastlvard move-

ment of the Russian Empire likewise appeared potentially threat-

ChinabeingDynastyEmpire ening, but this danger was resolved diplomatically, rather than

militarily, in the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689), which marked the boundary between

Russia and China.

Although undertaken by the non-chinese Manchus, the Qing dynasty cam-

paigns against the Mongols marked the evolution of China into a Central Asian

empire.The Chinese, however, have seldom thought of themselves as an imperial-

ist power. Rather they spoke of the "unification" of the peoples of central Eurasia

within a Chinese state. Nonetheless, historians have seen many similarities between

Chinese expansion and other cases of early modern empire building, while noting

some clear differences as well.

Clearly the Qing dynasty takeover of central Eurasia was a conquest, making use

of China's more powerful military technology and greater resources. Furthermore, the

area was ruled separately from the rest of China through a new ofiice called the Court

of Colonial Affairs. Like other colonial powers, the Chinese made active use of local

notables-Mongol aristocrats, Muslim ofticials, Buddhist leaders-as they attempted

ro govern the region as inexpensively as possible. Sometimes these native o{ficials

abused their authoriry demanding extra taxes or labor service from local people and

thus earning their hostiliry. In places, those ofiicials imitated Chinese ways by wearing

peacock feathers, decorating their hats with gold buttons, or adopting a Manchu

hairstyle that was much resented by many Chinese who were forced to wear it'

More generally, however, Chinese or Qing officials did not seek to assimilate local

people into chinese cuhure and showed considerable respect for the Mongolian,

Tibetan, and Muslim cultures of the region. People of noble rank, Buddhist monks,

and those associated with monasteries were excused from the taxes and labor service

required of ordinary people. Nor was the area flooded with Chinese settlers. In parts

of Mongolia, for example, Qirg authorities sharply restricted the entry of chinese

merchants and other immigrants in an effort to preserve the area as a source of recruit-

ment for the Chinese military. They feared that the "soft" and civilized Chinese

ways might erode the fighting spirit of the Mongols'

The long-term significance of this new chinese imperial state was tremendous.

It greatly expanded the territory of china and added a small but important minor-
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iry of non-Chinese people to the empire's vast population.The borders of contem-
porary China are essentially those creared during the Qing dynasry. Some of those
peoples, particularly those in Tibet and Xinjiang, have retained their older identities
and in recent decades have actively sought greater autonomy or even independence
from China.

Even more important, chinese conquests, together with the expansion of the
Russian Empire, utterly transformed central Asia. For centuries, that region had
been the cosmopolitan crossroads of Eurasia, hosting the Silk Road trading network,
welcoming all of the major world religions, and generating an enduring encounrer
between the nomads of the steppes and the farmers of settled agricultural regions.
Now under Russian or chinese rule, it became the backward and impoverished
region known to nineteenth- and rwentieth-century observers. Land-based commerce
across Eurasia increasingly took a backseat to oceanic trade. Indebted Mongolian
nobles lost their land to chinese merchants, while nomads, no longer able to herd
their animals freely, fled to urban areas, where many were reduced to begging. The
incorporation of the heartland of Eurasian nomads into the Russian and Chinese
empires "eliminated permanendy as a major actor on the historical stage the nomadic
pastoralists, who had been the strongest alternative to settled agricultural society since
the second millennium B.c.r."" It was the end of a long era.

Muslims and Hindus in the Mughal Empire
If the creation of a chinese imperial state in the early modern era provoked a final
clash of nomadic pastoralists and settled farmers, India's Mughal Empire hosted a
different kind of encounter-a further phase in the long interacrion of Islamic and
Hindu cultures in SouthAsia.That empire was the product of CentralAsian warriors,
who were Muslims in religion andTurkic in culture and who claimed descent from
chinggis Khan andTimur (see pp. 587-88).Their brutal conquests in the sixteenrh
century provided India with a rare period of relative political uniry (1526- r7o7),as
Mughal emperors exercised a fragile control over a diverse and fragmented
subcontinent, which had long been divided into a bewildering variety of
small states, principalities, tribes, castes, sects, and ethnolinguistic groups.

The central division within Mughal India was religious. The ruling
dynasty and perhaps 20 percent of the population were Muslims; most of
the rest practiced some form of Hinduism. Mughal India's most famous
emperor,Akbar (ruled 1556-16o5), clearly recognized this fundamental reality
and acted deliberately to acco'modate the Hindu majority.After conquer-
ing the warrior-based and Hindu Rajputs ofnorthwestern India,Akbar mar-
ried several of their princesses but did not require them to convert to Islam.
He incorporated a substantial number of Hindus into the political-military
elite of the empire and supported the building of Hindu temples as well as
mosques, palaces, and forts. (See Document r4.2, pp. 6jj*J7, for Mughal
state-building under Akbar and his son Jahangir.)

I Change
How did MughaI attitudes
and policies toward
Hindus change from the
time of Akbar to that of
Aurangzeb?

The Mughal Empire

Atabian
Sea

Bay of
Boryal
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In directly religious matters, Akbar imposed a policy of toleration, deliberately

restraining the more militantly Islamic ulama (religious scholars) and removing the

special tax (izya) on non-Muslims. He constructed a special House ofWorship where

he presided over intellectual discussion with representatives of many religions-
Muslim, Hindu, Christian, Buddhist,Jewish,Jain, and Zoroastrian. His son Jahangir
wrote proudly of his father:"He associated with the good of every race and creed and

persuasion.... The professors of various faiths had room in the broad expanse of his

incomparable sway''" Akbar went so far as to create his own state cult, a religious faith

aimed at the Mughal elite.This cult drew on Islam, Hinduism, and Zoroastrianism and

emphasized loyalry to the emperor himself.The overall style of the Mughal Empire

was that of a blended elite culture in which both Hindus and various Muslim groups

could feel comfortable.Thus Persian artists and writers were welcomed into the em-

pire, and the Hindu epic Ramayand was translated into Persian, while various Persian

classics appeared in Hindi and Sanskrit. In short,Akbar and his immediate successors

downplayed a distinctly Islamic identiry for the Mughal Empire in favor of a cosmo-

politan and hybrid Indian-Persian-Turkic culture.

Such policies fostered sharp opposition among some Muslims.The philosopher

ShaykAhrnad Sirhindi Q564-l6z$,claiming to be a "renewer" of authentic Islam

in his time, strongly objected to this cultural synthesis. The worship of saints, the

sacrifice of animals, and support for Hindu religious festivals all represented impure

intrusions of Sufr Islam or Hinduism that needed to be rooted out. It was the dury of

Muslim rulers to impose the sharia (Islamic law), to enforce the jizya, and to remove

non-Muslims from high office.This strain of Muslim thinking found a champion in

the emperorAurangzeb (1658-17o7), who reversedAkbart policy of accommodation

and sought to impose Islarnic supremacy. He forbade the Hindu practice of sati,in

which a widow followed her husband to death by throwing herself on his funeral pyre'

Music and dance were now banned at court, and previously tolerated vices such as

gambling, drinking, prostitution, and narcotics were actively suppressed. Some Hindu

i.-pl., were destroyed, and the jizya was reimposed. "Censors of public morals"'

posted to large cities, enforced Islamic law.

Aurangzeb's religious policies, combined with intolerable demands for taxes to

support his many wars of expansion, antagonized Hindus and prompted various move-

ments of opposition to the Mughals. "Your subjects are trampled underfoot," wrote

one anonymous protester. "Every province of your empire is impoverished' ' ' ' God is

the God of all mankind, not the God of Mussalmans [Muslims] alone."'3 These oppo-

sition movements, some of them self-consciously Hindu, fatally fractured the Mughal

Empire, especially after Aurangzeb's death in t7o7,and opened the way for a British

takeover in the second halfofthe eighteenth century'

Thus the Mughal Empire was the site of a highly significant encounter between

two of the world's great religious traditions. It began with an experiment in multi-

cultural empire building and ended in growing antagonism between Hindus and

Muslims. In the centuries that followed, both elements of the Mughal experience

would be repeated.
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Muslims, Christians, anil the Ottoman Emgire
Like the Mughal state, the Ottoman Empire was also the creation ofTirrkic warrior
groups, whose aggressive raiding of agricultural civilization was now legitimized in
Islamic terms. Beginning around r3oo from a base area in northwestern Anatolia, these
ottomanTirrks over the next three centuries swept over much of the Middle East,
North Africa, and southeastern Europe to create the Islamic worldt most significant
empire (see Map r4.3). During those centuries, the ottoman state was transformed
from a small frontier principality to a prosperous, powerful, cosmopolitan empire, heir
to both the Byzantine Empire and to leadership within the Islamic world. Its sul-
tan combined the roles of aTurkic warrior prince, a Muslim caliph, and a conquer-
ing emperor, bearing the "strong sword of Islam" and serving as chief defender of
the faith.

Map r4.3 The Ottoman
Empire
At its high point in the mid-
sixteenth century, the
Ottoman Empire encom-
passed a vast diversity of
peoples; straddled Europe,
Africa, and Asiai and battted
both the Austrian and
Safavid empires.
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I Significance
In what ways was the
Ottoman Empire

important for Europe in

the earty modern era?

Within the Islamic world, the Ottoman Empire represented the growing promi-
nence ofTurkic people, for their empire now incorporated a large number ofArabs,

among whom the religion had been born.The responsibility and the prestige ofpro-
tecting Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem-the holy cities of Islam-now Gll to the

Ottoman Empire.A century-long conflict (1534-1639) berween the Ottoman Empire,

espousing the Sunni version of Islam, and the Persian Safavid Empire, holding fast to

the Shia form of the faith, expressed a deep and enduring division within the Islamic

world. Nonetheless, Persian culture, especially its poetry, painting, and traditions of
imperial splendor, occupied a prominent position among the Ottoman elite.

The Ottoman Empire, like its Mughal counterpart, was the site of a highly signif-

icant cross-cultural encounter in the early modern era, adding yet another chaPter to

the long-running story of interaction between the Islamic world and Christendom.

As the Ottoman Empire expanded across Anatolia, its largely Christian population

converted in large numbers to Islam as the Byzantine state visibly weakened and

large numbers ofTurks settled in the region. By r5oo, some 90 percent ofAnatoliai
inhabitants were Muslims andTurkic speakers.The climax of thisTurkic assault on

the Christian world of Byzantium occurred in 1453, when Constantinople fell to the

invaders. Renamed Istanbul, that splendid Christian ciry became the capital of the

Ottoman Empire. Byzantium, heir to the glory of Rome, was no more.

In the empire's southeastern European domains, known as the Balkans, the

Ortoman encounter with Christian peoples unfolded quite differently than it had in

Anatolia. In the Balkans, Muslims ruled over a large Christian population, but the

scarciry ofTurkish setders and the willingness of the Ottoman authorities to accom-

modate the region's Christian churches led to far less conversion. By the early six-

teenth century only about 19 percent of the area's people were Muslims, and 8r per-

cent were Christians.

Many of these Christians had welcomed Ottoman conquest because taxes were

lighter and oppression less pronounced than under their former Christian rulers.

Christian communities such as the Eastern Orthodox and Armenian churches were

granted considerable autonomy in regulating their internal social, religious, educa-

tional, and charitable affairs.A substantial number of these Christians-Balkan land-

lords, Greek merchants, government officials, and high-ranking clergy-became

part of the Ottoman elite, without converting to Islam.Jewish refugees, fleeing Chris-

tian persecution in a Spain recently "liberated" from Islamic rule, likewise found

greater opportuniry in the Ottoman Empire, where they became prominent in trade

and banking circles. In these ways, Ottoman dealings with the Christian andJewish

populations of their empire broadly resembled Akbart policies toward the Hindu

majority of Mughal India.

In another way, however, Tirrkish rule bore heavily on Christians. Through a

process known as the devshirme (the collecting or gathering), Balkan Christian com-

munities were required to hand over a quota of young boys, who were then

removed from their families, required to learn Turkish, usually converted to Islam,

and trained for either civil administration or military service in eliteJanissary units.

Although it was a terrible blow for families who lost their children, rhe deushirme
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also represented a means of upward mobiliry within the Ottoman Empire. Nonethe-
less, this social gain occurred at a high price.

Even though Ottoman authorities were relatively tolerant toward Christians
within their borders, the empire itself represented an enormous threat to Christen-
dom generally.The seizure of Constantinople, the conquest of the tsalkans, Otroman
naval power in the Mediterranean, and the siege of Vienna in r5z9 and again in
1683 raised anew "the specter of a Muslim takeover of all of Europe."'a (See Docu-
nlent 14.3, pp.657-59.) One European ambassador reported fearfully in I555 front
the court of the Turkish ruler Suleiman:

He tramples the soil of Hungary with zoo,ooo horses, he is at the very gates of
Austria, threatens the rest of Germany, and brings in his train all the nations thar
extend from our borders to those ofPersia.ts

Indeed, the "terror of the Tirrk" inspired fear across rnuch of Europe and placed
christendom on the defensive, even as Europeans were expanding aggressively across

the Atlantic and into the Indian Ocean.
The ottonran encounrer with christian Europe spawned admiration and coop-

eration as well as fear and trembling.The sixteenth-centurv French philosopherJean

The Ottoman Siege of
Vienna, 1683

In this [ate-seventeenth-
century painting by artist
Frans Geffels, the last
Ottoman incursion into the
Austrian Empire was pushed
back with French and Polish

help, marking the end of a

serious Mustim threat to
Christian Europe. (Historisches

Museum der Stadt Wien/Gianni

Dagli Orti/The Art Archive)
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Bodin praised the religious tolerance of the Ottoman sultan in contrast to Christian
intolerance: "The King of the Turks who rules over a great part of Europe safe-

guards the rites of religion as well as any prince in this world.Yet he constrains no-
one, but on the contrary permits everyone to live as his conscience dictates.""'The
French government on occasion found it useful to ally with the Ottoman Empire

against their common enemy of Habsburg Austria, while European merchants will-
ingly violated a papal ban on selling firearms to the Turks. In the early eighteenth

century, the wife of an English diplomat posted to Istanbul praised the moraliry of
Ottoman women as well as their relative freedom: "lt is easy to see they have more

liberry than we do."t7 Cultural encounter involved more than conflict.

L# Reflections: Countering Eurocentrism. . .

or Reflecting It?
With an emphasis on empires and cross-cultural encounters, this chapter deliber-

ately places the more familiar account of European colonization in the Americas

alongside the less well-known stories of Russian, Chinese, Mughal, and Ottoman

empire building.The chief purpose in doing so is to counteract a Eurocentric under-

standing of the early modern age, in which European initiatives dominate our view

of this era. It reminds us that'Western Europe was not the only center of vitaliry and

expansion and that the interaction of culturally different peoples, so characteristic

of the modern age, derived from multiple sources. How often do we notice that a

European Christendom creating empires across the Atlantic was also the victim of
Ottoman imperial expansion in the Balkans?

A critic of this chapter, however, might well argue that it is nonetheless a Euro-

centric narrative, for it allots rather more space to the'Western European empires than

to the others, and it tells the European story first.What led to such an ordering of
this material?

Under\ing the organization of this chapter is the notion that'Western European

empires in the Americas were in some ways both different from and more signifi-

cant than the others.They represented something wholly new in human history, an

interactingAtlantic world, while the Russian, Chinese, Mughal, and Ottoman empires

continued older patterns of historical development. Furthermore, the European em-

pires had a far heavier impact on the peoples they incorporated than did the others.

After all, the great tragedies of the early modern era-the population collapse of
Narive American societies and the Atlantic slave trade-both grew out of these Euro-

pean empires. Moreover, they had, arguably, a far wider impact on the world as a

whole, as they extended European civilization to the vast areas of the Americas, laid

the nutritional foundation for the global population explosion of modern times,

and contributed to both the Scientific Revolution and the Industrial Revolution.

Counteracting Eurocentrism, while acknowledging the unique role of Europe,

continues to generate controversy among both scholars and students of modern world

history. It is an issue that will recur repeatedly in the chapters that follow.
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$-.ond fhorghtu
What's the Significance?

the great dying settler colonies Aurangzeb To assess your mastery ofthe

Columbian exchange Siberia Ottoman Empire material in this chapter' visit

peninsulares yasak constantinople, 1453 the sl,udent center at

mestizo Qing dynasty empire devshirme 
bedfordstmartins com/straver

mulattoes Mughat Empire

plantation complex Akbar

Big Picture Questions

r. In comparing the European empires in the Americas with the Russian, Chinese, Mughat,

and Ottoman empires, shoutd world historians emphasize the similarities or the
differences? What are the imptications of each approach?

z. In what different ways was European colonial rute expressed and experienced in the
Americas?

3. Why did the European empires in the Americas have such an enormously greater impact on

the conquered people than did the Chinese, Mughat, and Ottoman empires?

4. In what ways did the empires of the early modern era continue patterns of earlier empires?

ln what ways did they depart from those patterns?

Next Steps: For Further Study

Jorge Canizares-Esguerra and Erik R. Seeman, eds., The Atlantic in Global History Qoo). Acoltection For web sites and additional
of essays that treats the Atlantic basin as a single interacting region. documenrs related to rhis

Alfred W. Crosby, Ihe Columbian Voyages, the Columbian Exchange, and Their Historia 
.ns 

Q987). ;::tffi:ll::fft"rl;,
A brief and classic account of changing understandings of Columbus and his global impact.

iohn Kicza, Resilient Cultures: America's Native Peoples confront European Colonizauon,
t5oo-t8oo (zoo3). An account of European colonization in the Americas that casts the native
peoples as active agents rather than passive victims,

Peter Perdue, China Marches west: The Qing Conquest of Central Eurasia (zoo). Describes the
process of China becoming an empire as it incorporated the non-Chinese people of Central Asia.

John F. Richards , The Mughal Empire Q996). A wetlregarded summary by a major schotar in the fietd.

David R. Ringrose, Expansion and Global lnteraction, eoo-17oo (zool.A world historv
perspective on empire building that bridges the postctassical and early modern eras.

witlard sutherland, Taming the wild Fields: colonization and Empire on the Russian steppe
(zoo4). An up-to-date account of Russian expansion in the steppes.

"t492: An ongoing Voyage," http://www.ibibtio.org/exp o lt49z.exhibftl Intro.html. An interactive
Web site based on an exhibit from the Library of Congress that provides a rich context for
exploring the meaning of Cotumbus and his voyages.www.gl

sco
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